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Figure 1: A unified workflow matching the descriptions of all interviewed participants.

Probabilistic topic modeling has exciting ap-
plications in humanities and social sciences, but
researchers in these fields often encounter a steep
learning curve to understand and adapt topic
modeling tools for their work. While existing
tools provide insightful visualizations [1, 2, 3, 4,
5], they often rely on an abstract idea of how
topic models research progresses that may di-
verge from researcher experience. To better un-
derstand how to design probabilistic topic mod-
eling tools for non-experts, we interviewed 15
individuals who use topic models for research,
specifically emphasizing people whose home field
is outside of computer science. From these inter-
views, we have developed novel design insights,
which we are currently implementing in a new
version of the jsLDA topic model tool [5].

Methods To develop cognitive task analysis
(CTA) [6] for topic modeling projects, interviews
with our participants were split into two parts.
In the first part, participants broke down their
task first into phases, then into cognitive work re-
quirements, or tasks and questions that needed
to be resolved to finish a phase [7]. In the sec-
ond part, scholars addressed broader questions
about their workflows such as how they found
data, what tools they preferred to use, and what
steps they would take when their intuitions and
a model disagreed.

Preliminary Results We list a few common
themes from our interviews. These will con-
tribute to ongoing work both towards a full cog-
nitive work analysis model for LDA research and

towards implementation of specific design recom-
mendations in jsLDA [5].

• LDA research follows a standard
workflow. The structure diagrammed in
Figure 1 summarizes the common parts of
participants’ workflows. All participants
emphasized that the central steps are itera-
tive, with trained models feeding into deci-
sions about both data cleaning and model
parameters. This contrasts with existing
tools that often assume a linear progres-
sion through these steps.

• Some phases vary more between
projects than others. In Figure 1, we
use green, yellow, and red coloring to in-
dicate variance from least to greatest re-
spectively. This has important implica-
tions for LDA tools, as tools supporting
phases with less variance can more easily
support a wider range of research.

• Practitioners value a common set of
qualities in their tools. We summarize
three properties of good LDA tools: they
are straightforward, continuous, and flexi-
ble. Straightforward tools clearly indicate
how a user should expect each interaction
to affect the text, model, and/or visual-
izations. Continuous tools allow for easy
transition between subtasks and between
other tools. Finally, flexible tools allow for
higher levels of customization and control.
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